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after today's final exam, i attached two answers and the exams. the answers (and exams) are associated with this assignment. before that, one last comment on today's class. while the class was brief, i was impressed by the quality of class attendance and participation. have a great weekend! some of you may be regretting the shift from
the soft stuff (objectives, social welfare etc.) to the hard stuff, but trust me that it is still fun.. if it is not, keep telling yourself that it will become fun. anyway, here are a few thoughts about today's class. we started on the question of risk free rates and how to assess them in different currencies. in particular, we noted that government bonds
are not always risk free and may have to be cleansed of default risk. the rest of today's class was spent talking about equity risk premiums. the key theme to take away is that equity risk premiums don't come from models or history but from our guts. when we (as investors) feel scared or hopeful about everything that is going on around us,
the equity risk premium is the receptacle for those fears and hopes. thus, a good measure of equity risk premium should be dynamic and forward looking. we looked at two different ways of estimating the equity risk premium. 1. survey premiums: i had mentioned survey premiums in class and two in particular - one by merrill of institutional
investors and one of cfos. you can find the merrill survey on its research link (but you may be asked for a password). you can get the other surveys at the links below: cfo survey: analyst survey: 2. historical premiums: we also talked about historical risk premiums. to see the raw data on historical premiums on my site (and save yourself the
price you would pay for ibbotson's data.) go to updated data on my website: there is much more to talk about in this context and we will in the next class. post class test and solution attached.
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fogg is said to have been taking bets from a small group of horse-trading englishmen at the time of his trip. ironically, he and his group beat the french to peking before winning the race to bombay. by the time they returned to london, they were millionaires. in the original novel he was a very remote character who had an almost
supernatural ability to remain calm and to solve problems as he went, whereas our version of fogg is very much not that! hes never really left his comfort zone, so he has to find a way of stepping outside his front door at the start. as well as traveling around the world, fogg goes on his own personal journey during the series. with a cast that
includes olivia williams (bbc one drama casual), jameela jamil (bbc one comedy fresh meat), omar sy (oscar-winning in the loop) and callum harrison (cinemax drama the last airbender), around the world in 80 days explodes into television screens on wednesday, may 29 at 10 pm. with locations ranging from the beaches of bombay to the

temples of beijing, the sights and sounds of this world-travelling journey are stunning. but it is not all plain sailing, as fogg goes from riches to rags, and ultimately to riches again. in the novel he was a very remote character who had an almost supernatural ability to remain calm and to solve problems as he went, whereas our version of fogg
is very much not that! hes never really left his comfort zone, so he has to find a way of stepping outside his front door at the start. as well as traveling around the world, fogg goes on his own personal journey during the series. 5ec8ef588b
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